Instructions for Maintenance
Linen is a natural fiber which needs to be handled with care. To prevent damage, don’t
expose your rug to high temperatures or strong lights. Place your linen rug on a clean and
dry surface.
To clean your rug we recommend vacuuming, using a conventional vacuum cleaner,
minimum once a week. Once or twice a year, the carpet should be turned over and the back
should be vacuumed using a brush roller, the vibrations will loosen the deep-seated piles.
Stains should be treated immediately to avoid a deeper penetration of dirt into the fibers. To
avoid increasing the stain, always work from the stain edges inwards and do not rub too
hard.
Dried stains should be removed carefully with a spatula or the back of a knife, then brushed
and vacuumed.
Follow the instructions bellow for specific stains.
Carpets made of pure linen must always be dried immediately with a hairdryer, to prevent
irreparable damages to the fiber. It is very important to not set the hairdryer too hot. The
carpet should be dried on the front and the back. This is advised even if the stain comes
from pure water. Most stains can be removed with mineral water and wool soap.
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Instruction
Place some ice on top of the bubble gum
for 3-5 minutes to make the gum hard. Pull
or scrape off the gum. Mix the dry-cleaning
fluid with water in a 1:1 ratio. Dip a sponge
in the mixture and remove the remaining
stains. Wet the sponge in water and dab
away the remaining traces of the cleaning
fluid. Dry with a hair dryer or a fan until the
carpet is thoroughly dry. Brush the carpet
until it becomes fluffy.
HANDEL IMMEDIATELY
Use the paper towel or cloth to blot as
much of the tea or coffee that has spilled.
Mix the dry-cleaning fluid with water in a
1:1 ratio. Wet a sponge with the mixture
and use it to remove the tea or coffee stain.
Wet the sponge in water and dab away the
remaining traces of the cleaning fluid. Dry
with a hair dryer or a fan until the carpet is
thoroughly dry. Brush the carpet until it
becomes fluffy.
Use the paper or cloth to remove as much
of the stain as possible. Mix the drycleaning fluid with water in a 1:1 ratio. Wet
a sponge with the mixture and use it to
remove the residual stain. Wet the sponge
in water and dab away the remaining traces
of the cleaning fluid. If any residual stains
remain, then repeat the process again. Dry
with a hair dryer or a fan until the carpet is
thoroughly dry. Brush the carpet until it
becomes fluffy.
HANDEL IMMEDIATELY
Use the paper towel or cloth to blot as
much of the tea or coffee that has spilled.
Mix the dry-cleaning fluid with water in a
1:1 ratio. Wet a sponge with the mixture
and use it to remove the tea or coffee stain.
Wet the sponge in water and dab away the
remaining traces of the cleaning fluid. Dry
with a hair dryer or a fan until the carpet is
thoroughly dry. Brush the carpet until it
becomes fluffy.

